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INTRO 
DUCTION

Excellent craftsmanship  
and timeless design

First launched in 2004, the CHAT BOARD® magnetic and writable glass 

solutions have long since become modern Danish design classics of  

international recognition. Each piece in our continually growing collection of 

products has been specially developed to encourage and facilitate creative 

dialogue and the exchange of ideas in the modern workplace or domestic 

setting, combining function and aesthetics with uncompromising quality.

At CHAT BOARD® we are proud to carry on the Scandinavian tradition of 

excellent craftsmanship and timeless design, always aiming to represent the 

best alternative in terms of quality, design, flexibility and service.

With a wide selection of products, in a choice of 35 unique colours, we are 

able to meet almost all requirements at short notice. Moreover, at  

CHAT BOARD® we welcome a challenge and are always happy to help 

create bespoke proposals for each individual project, whatever the size 

and scale. Working closely with interior designers and architects, we have 

developed and produced tailor-made solutions for a long list of high-profile 

clients all over the world. 

We are proud to count some of the most iconic companies among our 

regular customers, and we honour their trust in us by always striving for the 

excellence they have come to expect from the CHAT BOARD® brand.
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Matt 

CHAT BOARD® Matt, like its glossier counterpart  

Classic, is the ideal tool for illustrating, sharing  

and communicating creative ideas and thoughts.  

What really sets it apart is the elegantly matt, yet  

velvety smooth, surface, which ensures minimal  

reflection or glare. Equally easy to clean and  

maintain, it will remain a pleasure to use and look  

at for years to come.

Classic 

CHAT BOARD® Classic inspires and facilitates creative dialogue between people and minds. 

Specially designed to help generate, visualise, organise and exchange ideas and information, 

it provides the perfect finishing touch in any office-, meeting- or breakout space. The design is 

sleekly elegant and deceptively simple; each element has a clear function and nothing is  

superfluous. And the smooth, magnetic glass surface offers the most satisfying writing- and 

drawing experience you’ll ever have.

WALL Mix and match with
Classic, Matt & BuzziFelt

For technical information see page 46
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Planner

CHAT BOARD® Planner is the perfect analogue planning tool for the 

office or home. With a „built-in“, digitally printed weekly or yearly planner 

grid, according to preference, it makes it both easy and fun to share and 

coordinate upcoming events, make a note of dates to remember and get a 

common overview of current and future plans.

For technical information see page 47

BuzziFelt 

CHAT BOARD® BuzziFelt is our magnetic, 

felt-covered pinboard. Doubling up as a 

sound-dampening panel it is the ideal  

companion for any of our glass boards.  

Combined with e.g. CHAT BOARD® Classic 

or Matt, they can turn any office wall into an 

ultra-functional, multi-textured and dynamic 

surface.
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FREESTANDING

Mobile

CHAT BOARD® Mobile provides the ultimate, multi-purpose solution for the dynamic workplace. 

With its ingenious design, sturdy construction and ultra-stable, yet easily movable, steel base 

it is virtually impossible to overturn, meaning there is plenty of room to get carried away in the 

creative process. Besides boasting one of our signature writable, magnetic glass boards on the 

front, the Mobile can also be fitted with a sound-dampening BuzziFelt pin board, or an  

additional magnetic glass panel, on the back.

For technical information see page 48
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Move

CHAT BOARD® Move seamlessly combines our signature magnetic  

and writable glass board with a class A acoustic panel in a movable room 

divider in this unique design by ARDE design studio. Perfectly finished 

in Remix wool fabric by Kvadrat and featuring an ingenious, “stackable” 

cross-base, which allows you to store several units in even the smallest 

space, Move offers style as well as substance without compromising  

on either.

Perfectly finished in  
Remix wool fabric  
by Kvadrat 

For technical information see page 49
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The streamlined design, clear functionality  

and tactile surfaces make CAVE, as well as  

Sketch Board, a true pleasure to use.

For technical information see page 50

Introducing

CAVE

PORTABLE 
CAVE & Sketch Board

Designed by SALTO & SIGSGAARD, in accordance with the distinctive aesthetic 

guidelines of our signature boards, but in a handy, lightweight and user-friendly 

format, the CHAT BOARD® Sketch Board is the personal board for sketches, notes and 

ideas. In meetings or moments of contemplation, it is the ideal alternative to a sheet 

of paper, note pad or sticky label. 

The smooth surface is perfect for visualising thoughts and ideas, effortlessly correcting 

and erasing as needed. At the end of a meeting or brainstorming session, it links  

individual ideas and notes with the bigger picture, as each personal board is clipped 

onto the larger team board. The timeless design is carried over into CAVE, the  

transport and display module which provides a secure home base for the glass boards. 

The streamlined design, clear functionality and tactile surfaces make CAVE, as well as 

Sketch Board, a true pleasure to use.
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Magazine Rack

Kill the clutter with the CHAT BOARD® Magazine Rack, our unique storage unit for all kinds 

of correspondence, documents, magazines, newspapers etc. Perfect for keeping all of those 

distracting desk piles at bay, the Magazine Rack is, with is writable glass surface, easily made 

personal, making it the obvious choice for open offices, common rooms and any other shared 

spaces. Designed by Peter Henriksen, it has a partly magnetic glass front and a specially 

designed steel frame, which makes it easy to mount several units together in succession.

Wardrobe

Continuing the clear, intentionally understated design aesthetics of the entire CHAT BOARD® 

collection, the signature glass board is here transformed into a stationary piece of furniture,  

lending a new dimension to its core purpose. Placed in a reception area, entrance hall or lobby, 

the Wardrobe is the perfect way to greet visitors or co-workers with a message of welcome, an  

illustration, or any kind of useful information. At home it will soon become an indispensable part 

of daily life, as a practical storage space and an unmissable place for sharing last-minute  

messages, shopping lists and notes of future appointments.

For technical information see page 51

For technical information see page 50

CHAT BOARD® Wardrobe cleverly 

merges a functional and spacious 

wardrobe unit with a large, magnetic 

glass board.

FURNISHINGS
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Table

CHAT BOARD® Table is the functional meeting-, office- or dining table for creative spaces.  

The writable and erasable surface encourages the user to break conventions and get carried 

away, make notes, sketch and communicate ideas visually, directly on the table top, during  

the creative process.

A table for  
creative spaces

For technical information see page 51
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Print

For your customisation, we use a large-format flatbed digital printer technology for digital  

printing on glass. This unique solution enables endless creative possibilities of high quality 

designs for CHAT BOARD® products and an opportunity to disrupt the clear and bright wall 

surfaces in offices and other environments. Digital printing on the front and/or reverse side of 

the glass allows each panel to be designed individually. 

We can print any template on the board, from a simple logo to complex planning systems, or 

even high-resolution photos.

CUSTOMISED 
Our products are available in a wide range of standard sizes and colours. We also specialise in 

custom production and are happy to accommodate any special wishes. On request, many of our 

products can be completely custom-made.

Customised for

Joe & the Juice HQ

Photo by Jesper With

Dissing + Weitling Architecture 

Turner Contemporary  

by K+N International
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ACCESSORIES 
In addition to our main collection of products, we offer a wide range of accessories,  

specially developed to make the most of the CHAT BOARD® products.

Off to 
a great start

Each of our 9 different Starter Sets combines everything you 

need for a perfect beginning.
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COLOUR & INSPIRATION
Neutral

Grundfos Germany 

by HOLMRIS B8

Oatly HQ by Rumrum

Vergic by Rumrum
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COLOUR & INSPIRATION
Grey / Black

TIA Technology by Punktum Design

The Royal Danish Academy of Fine Arts  

by STUDIE FLYHELSTED

Photo: Sofie Helsted

Sony Music Entertainment Germany  

by Conceptsued GmbH
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COLOUR & INSPIRATION
Blue

Malmö FF HQ by Rumrum

Better Office

Turner Contemporary  

by K+N International
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COLOUR & INSPIRATION
Green

Hulgaard Advokater law office  

by HOLMRIS B8

Energy Hub by Studio Heima
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COLOUR & INSPIRATION
Red / Yellow

TIA Technology by Punktum Design

Oatly HQ by Rumrum

Coolstuff by Rumrum



Rumas showroom
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Off White 63

Remix 0143

Anthracite 68Stone Grey 67 Jeans 75 Light Blue 60

Army Green 37 MTAG

Rose 1 MTP

Silver 7 MTSI

Fuchsia 13 MTFU

Ochre 40 MTOC

Pure White 14 MTPW Mirror 20 MTMIR

Blush 32 MTBL

Opal White 2 MTW

Aubergine 8 MTA

Sunflower 26 MTSU

Plum 33 MTPLU

Light Blue 15 MTLB Lavender 21 MTL Denim 38 MTDE

Navy Blue 3 MTNB

Metal Taupe 9 MTMT

Mocca 12 MTM

Ruby 34 MTRU

Leaf Green 16 MTBG

Turquoise 22 MTTU

Dove 35 MTDO

Lime Green 4 MTLG

Orange 10 MTO

Nude 25 MTNU Sand 31 MTSA

Dark Grey 17 MTDG

Mint 23 MTMI

Lily 36 MTLI

Grey 5 MTG

Red 11 MTR

Khaki 26 MTK

Sky Blue 39 MTSB

Black 18 MTS

Yellow 24 MTY

COLOURS 
Colours have a unique ability to transform the look and feel of any room. 

Should you wish to have a colour created specifically for your surroundings, matching a company 

logo or a corporate design etc., our unique palette of 35 standard colours offers limitless  

combinations, and our products can also be ordered in any NCS or RAL standard colour  

available for glass. 

CHAT BOARD® standard colour Remix by Kvadrat

CHAT BOARD® BuzziFelt Colours

CHAT BOARD® Colours
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NEW COLOURS 
2019
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For CHAT BOARD®, manufacturing of sustainable products means intense pre-production  

development, where premium materials are carefully selected. The sustainable use of valuable 

resources is of paramount importance to us - from energy-efficient production through the  

sensible use of raw materials to recyclable products.

We aim to meet our customers’ needs at the highest level. Therefore, all glass leaving our  

factory has been thoroughly inspected by two quality managers to prevent any defective products 

being shipped.

CHAT BOARD® has a long-standing policy of protecting the  

environment and conserving energy and natural resources. Our strategy 

has served the environment and our business well over the years, and it  

provides the foundation for the continued growth of our business.  

Durability plays an important role in the environmental consideration of a 

product. All of our products have long lasting durability due to the  

selected materials, glass and steel.

CHAT BOARD® products are virtually maintenance-free.  

However, we recommend using CHAT BOARD® cleaning products,  

such as our Erasers and Cleaner, after each use. 

QUALITY &  
MAINTENANCE 
CHAT BOARD® stands for quality, functionality and design. All of our products are European  

- developed, designed and manufactured in Denmark.

This assures that our high quality standards are maintained, and that everything is produced 

under conditions that respect our workforce, as well as our surroundings.
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PRODUCTION 
Our production staff places great importance on high quality standards and optimal production  

conditions. All products are assembled manually with the utmost care, and without the use of  

any robots. We work with attention to detail and believe that the human factor always remains  

essential. Arguably, the human eye is the best quality control, and that is why each product is 

manually inspected multiple times. 

We carefully package our products to ensure optimal safety and durability during transport. 

To this end, we also cooperate with top service logistic partners, who are used to handling our 

freight with utmost care.

Finally, we put great emphasis on intensive pre-production development, whereby the best 

materials are selected for the final product.

The human eye 
is the best quality 
control

All of our products are developed and 

manufactured in Denmark, which reinforces 

our desire to provide a superior product in 

terms of attention to detail and  

highest-grade materials.
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TECHNICAL 
Information
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Sizes Weight

CHAT BOARD® Classic

Width Width

H
ei

g
ht

Product Details Customised options Package

Tempered safety glass according to 
highest quality standards
Magnetic 
Glass thickness: 4 mm
Depth to wall: 15-17 mm
C-shaped edges, unpolished
Corners: Radius 4 mm
Back side: Steel plate with bent edges 
Mounted horizontally or vertically 
35 standard colours
14 standard sizes

Any standard NCS or RAL glass colour 
Custom sizes up to 1,500 x 3,000 mm 
Maximum glass thickness: 6 mm
Printed glass panel up to 1,250 x 2,500 mm
Cropping and cut-outs of glass panel 
(e.g. light switches, sockets)
Glass in customised shapes 
Other edges and corners 
(e.g. V-edges, square corners)
Multi-coloured glass

1 CHAT BOARD® Marker pen
3 CHAT BOARD® Magnets  
(Boards size 200 x 300 mm include 1 magnet)
Assembly material (screws not included)

Sizes Weight
CHAT BOARD®  Matt

Width Width

H
ei

g
ht

Product Details Customised options Package

Tempered, matt safety glass according to 
highest quality standards
Magnetic 
Glass thickness: 4 mm
Depth to wall: 15-17 mm
C-shaped edges, unpolished
Corners: Radius 4 mm
Back side: Steel plate with bent edges 
Mounted horizontally or vertically 
31 standard colours
5 standard sizes

Any standard NCS or RAL glass colour 
Custom sizes up to 1,500 x 3,000 mm 
Maximum glass thickness: 6 mm
Printed glass panel up to 1,250 x 2,500 mm
Cropping and cut-outs of glass panel 
(e.g. light switches, sockets)
Glass in customised shapes 
Other edges and corners 
(e.g. V-edges, square corners)
Multi-coloured glass

1 CHAT BOARD® Marker pen
3 CHAT BOARD® Magnets  
Assembly material (screws not included)

Sizes Weight
CHAT BOARD®  Planner

H
ei

g
ht

Product Details Customised options Package

Tempered safety glass according to 
highest quality standards
Magnetic 
Glass thickness: 4 mm
Depth to wall: 15-17 mm
C-shaped edges, unpolished
Corners: Radius 4 mm
Back side: Steel plate with bent edges 
With a digitally printed planner grid in a choice  
of 4 standard languages:
Danish, English, German, French
32 standard colours
4 standard sizes

Any standard NCS or RAL glass colour 
Other language options
Custom sizes and designs 
(printed glass panel up to 1,250 x 2,500 mm)
Other edges and corners 
(e.g. V-edges, square corners)

1 CHAT BOARD® Marker pen
3 CHAT BOARD® Magnets  
Assembly material (screws not included)

Sizes Weight

CHAT BOARD®  BuzziFelt

H
ei

g
ht

Product Details Customised options Package

100% recycled P.E.T. felt with latex backing
Magnetic 
Pinnable
Lightly sound-dampening
Felt thickness: 6 mm
Depth to wall: 17-19 mm
Back side: Steel plate with bent edges 
Mounted horizontally or vertically 
5 standard colours
14 standard sizes

Alternative felt colours available upon request  
(for larger quantities)
Custom sizes  
Cropping and cut-outs 
(e.g. light switches, sockets)
Customised shapes 

3 CHAT BOARD® Magnets  
(Boards size 200 x 300 mm include 1 magnet)
Assembly material (screws not included)

6.4 kg

0.4 kg

1.3 kg

2.6 kg

3.0 kg

4.0 kg

4.5 kg

6.9 kg

9.1 kg

9.5 kg

11.4 kg

12.7 kg

15.3 kg

18.9 kg

16.0 kg

1.1 kg

3.4 kg

6.8 kg

7.8 kg

11.0 kg

12.5 kg

17.8 kg

25.8 kg

26.0 kg

31.0 kg

36.0 kg

43.0 kg

53.0 kg

16.0 kg

17.8 kg

26.0 kg

36.0 kg

43.0 kg

1.1 kg

17.8 kg

31.0 kg

43.0 kg

500 x 800 mm (Week Planner)

900 x 1,200 mm (Year Planner)

1,200 x 1,500 mm (Year Planner)

1,200 x 2,000 mm (Year Planner)

1,000 x 1,000 mm 1,000 x 1,000 mm 

200 x 300 mm 

400 x 500 mm 

500 x 800 mm 

695 x 695 mm 

700 x 900 mm 

585 x 1,200 mm 

900 x 1,200 mm 

1,200 x 1,200 mm 

1,000 x 1,500 mm 

1,200 x 1,500 mm 

1,000 x 2,000 mm 

1,200 x 2,000 mm 

1,220 x 2,440 mm 

200 x 300 mm 

400 x 500 mm 

500 x 800 mm 

695 x 695 mm 

700 x 900 mm 

585 x 1,200 mm 

900 x 1,200 mm 

1,200 x 1,200 mm 

1,000 x 1,500 mm 

1,200 x 1,500 mm 

1,000 x 2,000 mm 

1,200 x 2,000 mm 

1,220 x 2,440 mm 

1,000 x 1,000 mm 

900 x 1,200 mm 

1,000 x 1,500 mm 

1,000 x 2,000 mm 

1,200 x 2,000 mm 
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CHAT BOARD® Mobile Executive

CHAT BOARD® Mobile Theatre

CHAT BOARD® Mobile Conference

Width

Width

Width DepthDepth

Depth

H
ei

g
ht

H
ei

g
ht

H
ei

g
ht

Executive
Glass board Width x Height x Depth

Conference

WeightFrame Width x Height x Depth

Glass board Width x Height x Depth

WeightFrame Width x Height x Depth

Theatre
Glass board Width x Height x Depth

WeightFrame Width x Height x Depth

Width Width

Width

Depth Depth

Depth

H
ei

g
ht

H
ei

g
ht

H
ei

g
ht

Weight

Weight

Weight

Small

Medium

Large

Glass board Width x Height x Depth

Glass board Width x Height x Depth

Glass board Width x Height x Depth

Base Width x Height x Depth

Base Width x Height x Depth

Base Width x Height x Depth

CHAT BOARD® Move Small

Product Details Customised options Package

Tempered safety glass according to 
highest quality standards
Magnetic 
Glass thickness: 4 mm
C-shaped edges, unpolished
Corners: Radius 4 mm
Frame: Powder-coated steel with break casters
(RAL 9003 Signal White)
Fixed pen tray on the back side
35 standard colours
3 standard sizes

Any standard NCS or RAL glass colour 
Frame in other RAL standard colours
Printed glass panel
Frame back side:
Sound-dampening BuzziFelt pinboard 
or additional magnetic glass panel
Mounting bracket for flat screen TV

1 CHAT BOARD® Marker pen
3 CHAT BOARD® Magnets  

CHAT BOARD® Move Medium

CHAT BOARD® Move Large CHAT BOARD® Move Double

Width Depth

H
ei

g
ht

Weight

Double

Glass boards Width x Height x Depth

Base Width x Height x Depth

Product Details Customised options Package

Tempered safety glass according to 
highest quality standards
Magnetic 
Glass thickness: 4 mm
C-shaped edges, unpolished
Corners: Radius 4 mm
Acoustic panel (pinnable):
Class A rated Ecophon AkustoTM
(Move Double has glass on both sides)
Base: Powder-coated aluminium with break 
casters
(RAL 9005 Jet Black)
Fabric: Remix 0143 by Kvadrat (90% new wool, 
10% nylon)
35 standard colours
3 + 1 standard sizes

Any standard NCS or RAL glass colour 
Printed glass panel
Other fabric colours (Remix by Kvadrat)

1 CHAT BOARD® Marker pen
3 CHAT BOARD® Magnets  

34 kg

64 kg

54 kg

38 kg

48 kg

85 kg

110 kg

600 x 1,500 x 75 mm 

600 x 1,900 x 480 mm 

1,200 x 1,200 x 75 mm 

1,200 x 1,900 x 480 mm 

1,500 x 1,200 x 75 mm 

1,500 x 1,900 x 480  mm 

600 x 1,500 x 75 mm 

600 x 1,900 x 480 mm 

585 x 1,200 x 4 mm 

600 x 1,795 x 480 mm 

585 x 1,200 x 4 mm 

1,225 x 1,795 x 480 mm 

1,500 x 1,200 x 4 mm 

1,525 x 1,795 x 480 mm 
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CHAT BOARD® Wardrobe Medium CHAT BOARD® Wardrobe Large

Width Width DepthDepth

H
ei

g
ht

H
ei

g
ht Large

Medium

Weight

Weight

Width x Height x Depth

Width x Height x Depth

CHAT BOARD® Table

WidthLength

H
ei

g
ht

 (a
d

ju
st

ab
le

)

Weight

WeightWidth x Length x Height

Width x Length

Frame

Table top

Width x Height x Depth Weight

Width Depth

H
ei

g
ht

CHAT BOARD® Magazine Rack

CHAT BOARD® CAVE & Sketch Board

WidthDepth

H
ei

g
ht

Sketch Board

Product Details Customised options Package

CAVE:
Frame: Black stained ash, powder-coated 
aluminium (RAL 9005 Jet Black), BuzziFelt felt
Handle: Fine structure powder-coated steel (RAL 
9005 Jet Black)
Combined pen tray and Sketch Board display 
function
5 standard BuzziFelt colours
Includes 4 Sketch Boards:
Tempered safety glass according to 
highest quality standards
Glass thickness: 4 mm
C-shaped edges, unpolished
Corners: Radius 4 mm
ABS backing with bend for hanging and 
displaying
35 standard colours (can be mixed as desired)

CAVE:
Alternative BuzziFelt colours available upon 
request (for larger quantities)

Sketch Boards:
Any standard NCS or RAL glass colour 
Printed glass panel

1 CHAT BOARD® CAVE carry & display unit
4 CHAT BOARD® Sketch Boards in the colour(/s) 
of choice 

Product Details Customised options Package

Tempered safety glass according to 
highest quality standards
Magnetic 
Glass thickness: 4 mm
C-shaped edges, unpolished
Corners: Radius 4 mm
Frame height: 2,100 mm (incl. 100 mm legs)
Clothes rail: Ø 32 mm, L 400 mm
Back side: Powder-coated steel frame 
(RAL 9003, Signal White)
Distance from wall: 410 mm
35 standard colours
2 standard sizes

Any standard NCS or RAL glass colour 
Printed glass panel
Custom lengths available for clothes rail and  
shelf (depth)

1 CHAT BOARD® Marker Pen
3 CHAT BOARD® Magnets
1 steel shelf 335 x 490 mm
Assembly material 
(wall screws not included)

Product Details Customised options Package

Tempered safety glass according to 
highest quality standards
Glass thickness: 10 mm
C-shaped edges, unpolished
Corners: Radius 8 mm
32 standard colours 
2 standard sizes
Frame: Powder-coated steel
Frame colours:
RAL 9006 White Aluminium
RAL 9003 Signal White
RAL 9005 Jet Black

Any standard NCS or RAL glass colour 
Custom sizes available for glass and frame
Printed glass top
Table top can be ordered separately upon request

1 CHAT BOARD® Table top
1 CHAT BOARD® Table frame

Product Details Customised options Package

Tempered safety glass according to 
highest quality standards
Partially magnetic
Glass thickness: 4 mm
C-shaped edges, unpolished
Corners: Radius 4 mm
Mounted on a white steel frame
35 standard colours 
1 standard size

Any standard NCS or RAL glass colour 
Printed glass panel

1 CHAT BOARD® Marker pen
1 CHAT BOARD® Magnet
Assembly material (screws not included)

CAVE
Width x Height x Depth

WeightWidth x Height

Weight (empty)

Sketch Board

0.725 kg

2.6 kg

80 kg

45 kg

24 kg

1.9 kg

25 kg

50 kg

12 kg

312 x 350 x 127 mm 

200 x 300 mm 

1,200 x 2,000 x 410 mm 

600 x 2,000 x 410 mm 

1,000 x 1,000 mm 

1,000 x 2,000 mm 

800 x 800 x 705-850 mm 

800 x 1,600 x 705-850 mm 

260 x 315 x 98 mm 



Designed and manufactured by
CHAT BOARD A/S

Tempovej 10  ·  2750 Ballerup  ·  Denmark

Tel. +45 4484 5144  ·  info@chat-board.dk  ·  www.chat-board.dk


